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sonapse is a platform for the community-based solution of (everyday) problems. 

At sonapse, relevant problems find a place where they are solved. 

Together with the sonapse community. The concept is conceived by the 

entrepreneur Matthias Kohlmayer. 

In the first step, the sonapse team is testing the response and the further expansion 

of the business model in assistance of the future community. 

Digitalisation enables people to network more easily and to promote their concerns in a 

self-determined way, regardless of location.  

Like the principle of crowdfunding platforms, sonapse builds its offer on two groups: On the 

one hand the community, which defines the problems and makes them visible. On the 

other hand, you have the problem solver, who incorporate into topics. They support each 

other and co-create on-demand services and products close to the needs of the citizen 

and user, in short feedback loops. 

 

The benefits of sonapse are simply defined: Problems turn into feasible solutions. And: for 

community members and problem solvers, there are potential business models. 

 

„We think, that many people are interested in the topic of self-determined problem-solving. 

Especially in the age of globalization and digitization. “, comments sonapse founder 

Matthias Kohlmayer. The name sonapse stands for a combination of the English word 

"solution" and the expression for neural connection "synapse" - i.e. solution through 

networked knowledge. 

With the launch of the landing page, the founders want to get as many people excited 

about sonapse as possible. The next step is to program the infrastructure of the platform.  

"For this," continues Kohlmayer, "it is important that people hear from us and give us 

feedback on our project." 

The development up to the launch of the landing page is financed by the founders 

themselves. 

 

Further information about sonapse and the founder's team is available on the website and 

in the explanatory video. 
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